
Tarsar-Marsar Trek
- the most prettiest trek of all...

The Tarsar Marsar trek lies in the heart of Kashmir. This trek
will make sure that you get to know why Kashmir is known to
be the heaven on earth. You get to witness the three of the
most beautiful lakes -  Tarsar, Marsar, and Sundarsar. You
will get the opportunity to camp beside these snow-fed lakes
surrounded by lush green trees. Once you are here on the trek,
the most famous song dedicated to Kashmir - "Agar Jannat Hai
Zamin Me Kahin, Yahi Par Hai, Haminasto" which means " If
there is heaven on earth, it is here, it is here" feels real.

Price - 11,200/-

Best Time -  June, July, August, September



Day 1 - Pahalgam to Aru - Pahalgam also known as "Pahalgom"
in Kashmiri is a very notified town in the district of Anantnag.  It
provides an ideal setting for activities like hiking, trekking, and
fishing. It is also the starting point of the annual pilgrimage to
the holy cave of Amarnath. 
It is about 100 Km from Srinagar. If your flying to Srinagar then
you should take a shared cab to Pahalgam and spend the rest of
your day here. The drive will take not more than 3 hours.

From Pahalgam, Aru is 
across the Lidder River,
and it will roughly take
around 30mins to cover 
the distance to Aru.

Detailed Itinerary

Day 2 - Aru to Lidderwat  - Today we start our trek at around
7AM, because the trek will be a lengthy one than rest of the
days. Although, the terrain is not steep and is very gradual
ascend but it will take around 6-7 hours to cover the distance of
10Kms from Aru village. The trail takes you into dense fir trees
and further upward. After sometime suddenly all the dense fir
tree vanishes and you end up in a clearing near the Gujjar Huts,
called Dalla. After another half an hour of trek you cross two
water streams, you can refill your water bottles here as these
waters are straight out from glaciers and is very safe to drink.



Day 3 - Lidderwat to 
Sekhwas -
From Lidderwat the 
curves takes to
Hamwais over the
stream after soak
strolling the trail
ranges to Sekhwas at
the altitude of 3400
meters.
Sekhwais is high
Altitude knoll and create huge number of wildflowers along with
admirable campsite on shore of Tarsar stream. From Sekhwas
there are twin lakes for a day trip Yamsar and Khemsar lakes.

Day 4 -Sekhwas to Tarsar  - We start the day with nutritious
breakfast just like other days. Pack our gears up, and start
walking for another 5Kms. We start moving upwards keeping the
water streams to our right. Today we will reach the first lake of
the trek - Tarsar. The view of the mountains become grander and
more snow-clads become visible. After around 2 hours of
trekkking the lake is visible,  the beautiful blue glacial lake -
Tarsar. The best part of todays trek is you get to camp roght
beside the emarald blue lake, a perfect place to camp whenever
you are on mountains. The most interesting thing about the lake
is that it starts changing colors depending on the time of day,
season and if viewed from different angles.



Day 5 -  Tarsar to Homwas via Marsar and Sundarsar - Today we
cross the ridge which surrounds the Tarsar Lake and start
climbing again till the top. After an hour of climb, we start
descending to the valley on the other side. Marsar is an hour trek
from here and it takes you to a vantage point where you get to
see the panoramic view of the beautiful Marsar Lake. After
soaking in the beauty for sometime we start moving towards
Sundarsar Lake, another beautiful Alpine lakes in the region.
After spending some more time here we start trekking to
Homwas where we will spend our night.

Day 6 -Homwas to Pahalgam  - Today we start descending down
and take the same route as Day 1. We trek down all the way to
Lidderwat and take rest for a while before we start trekking
further down for few more hours. Today you can spot all the
natural beauty which you might have missed at the first day.
After reaching Aru valley, take some break and start your drive
to Pahalgam. Your trek ends here. 



THINGS TO CARRY

Torch/ Headlamp
Trekking Shoes
Rucksack of at least 50ltrs
A small backpack
Personal Medical Kit
Poncho/ Raincoat
Valid ID Cards (ADHAAR CARD or  VOTER CARD or DRIVING
LICENSE)
1 Passport photograph
Thermal Jacket
Mask and Sanitizer
2 Trek Pants
3 pair of woolen socks
Down Jacket
Polarized Sunglass
Waterproof hand gloves
COVID negative report (Mandatory)
Woolen cap
Muffler/ Stole
Sunscreen, Towel, Water Bottle
Diamox 
Soaps, Toilet Papers
Printed Medical Certificate and Declaration form issued by The
Happy Trekkers

 


